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RESIDENCEHALLS, PERC?PTIONS STUDY

51 e th o d

NI an effort to elicit student'attitudes concerning residence hall living

,on caMpys, a questionnaire was designed and administered to a random sample of

1,100 'resident. students. The survey instrument consisted of a set of sixteen'

statements which required an "is" and a "should be" respcinse. One pair of

qbestions, -.for example, enabled each student' who participated in the survey to

indicate ton a scale of 1 to 5 his or her opinion about the statements, "the

reridence, hall- is a _place where one can'party"anct "the resideke hall is a

place where one should be able to party."

The questionnaire was'administered during the fall semester, 1974 on the 4

campus of tjie University:of South Carolina. Each resident, of every,' sixth

residence. hall room was requested to answer the questionnaire which was distri-

buted. Of.those sampled, 961 or 87.4% rethrned the survey' instrument. one

hundred-this tt-six of the, returned questionnaires .were not used. The unusable

questionnaires_were returned incorrectly or were .nbt" complete. total of
'

825 instruments were used for, the 'Survey report. there were *approximately 6,600

residents on campus with an equal ratio of men to womeil. Each hall was affed ti

,
. .

with a graduate resident assistant and several undergraduate hallo adv sors.. All , .

but ogre of the halls were detignated as being men's or a women'
.

,all.
. '

C h a r a e r i s t i c s o 1 f t e s p on e n t-s

The 825 students who composed the usable' data base were equally representa-
,

tive of both sexes,(47% male vs. 53% female). The following class composition

was represented in the study: Freshmen, 29%; Sophomore, 27%; Junior,23%;

Senior, 16%; and Graduate and Law, 5%. Nin-dne percent of the participants

classified themselves as "white", while 6% classified themselves as "black,"



and 2% indicated "other."

Respondents who-indicated they were in their first, semester at4i.C. (main

campus) represented.38,2% of the total. Slightly more than 10 per cent had

been at U.S.C. two semesters; 20.7% three semesters;,74% four semesters; and

10.1% five semesters. spproximately 11% had been at U.S.C. more than five

semesters.

The majority (51.6% of respondents stated that they lived under Open

House Plan C, daily open house. The next largest group 07.9%) was Plan- B,

week-end open house. Less than ten per cent (7.4%) of the respondents lived..2)

in Bates West, 'apartment:style living. The fewest number (2.8%) lived under

. Plan A, no open hduse.

Other ch.aracterittics of the respondents included the following:

1.. About half the respondents' (48.'2 %) had a car on campus.
1

2. Only 9.9% responding had ever held a residence hall position.

3. Most of the respOndents were frot Muth Carolina (75.2%)

The questionnaires and the total responses given in percentages are ,

presented in TABLE I.
)

-Result

GENERAL FINDINGS

V

The majority of the respondents. agreed or strongly agreed with eleven of

the sixteen "is" statements and fourteen of the'sixteen "should be" statements.

The greatett disparity between the percentag4 of respondents who agreed or

strongly'agreed to an "is." statement and a "should be" statement was with the

item "the residence hall is/should be a place wnere,one can study quietly."

(52.6 %/93.3 %).' The item with the hphost percentage of agreement was "the

residence halt is/should be a place to Make new friends.,P Over 95i agreed

that the residence hall is and should be a place to meet new friends.
t

4
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There are two items which had very low percentages'of agreement; these

two statements were similar in,content: "the residence hall is/should be a place

where one can meet faculty and administrators on an informal basiS" and "the

residence hall is/should be a place to provide academically related programs not

found in the classrogm."

't

4

The, items with the highest percentages of "nd,opinion" responses appear

to have some' ng in common. The items are all somewhat structured programs .of

interaction*These items lnclUde a place to seek advice, a place to provide

rap sessions in order to test one's values and attitudes z a place to Rrovide one

with small discussion groups to help.one gain independence f one's parents,

a place to provide one with informal discussiohs to help one Lear more about

one's self, and a place to provide one with informal disCussions at will

.improve ones judgements in.solving problems.

Students responding apprently felt stron4ly that the residence-hall is

a place where one can.sometimes be alone', in spite of the fact that there are

no single rooms available to residents. Over three fourths (77.4%) of the

respondents indicated'they felt the residence hall is a place where one can'be

*4'

alone.

.4 Nearly three fourths,of.the respondents agreed or strongly agreed that the

residence hall is a place where one .is able to find help" in his courses. 'A

greater percentage of those studeqts responding to the questionnaire agreed

that the residence hall "should be" a place where one can find help in his

courses (86.3%).

Less than one-half of thelTsidents felt that the residence hall "is a

place where one has the opportunities to inter with members of the opposite

sex." 'Three-fourths of the respondents, however, agreed or strongly agreed

thlithe residence hall "should, be" a placesto interact with theopposite sex.

When analyzing the data by the variable of race, mire black respondents than

white agreed that the residence hail is a'place whet ene has the opportuaities
. .
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to. interact with members of the opposite sex. Over half (52.9%) of the. black

residents compared to 40.5% of the white.respondents agreed with this statement.

One other major difference between black and white students' responses

occurred on another item. Over three fourths (76.6%) of the white respondents

indicated theresidence hall is a place where one can party., wile only 50.9% of

the black residents surveyed agreed with this statement. Similarly, 74.5% of the

white students thought the residence halls "should be a place to'party; while

only 47% of the black nesidents agreed the residences "shoilld be" a place to

party. Other minority group students responded very much like the black students,

with 46.7% reporting the residences are a place where one can party and 40% indi-
_

. /

cating the halls "should be" a place to party.

,Three variables that made no difference in the responsesof the students

were
la

s! follows:

H ving a car oc not having'a car on campus.

2. Holding a residence hall'position or not holding a residence hal-1-

position.,

3 Nhether the student was from South Carolina or out of state.

MALE/FEMALE COMPARISON \.

A closer examination of the responses to the question of whether a Residence

Hall is'or should be a place to party revealed an interesting difference

in viewt field by each\sex: The scores for males and females varied by a total

,

of mare than 10 percentage points. (See TABLE II). Moreover, the direction
\ .

of response to the questioit when analyzed .by sex was 'In the opposite direction.

-'In fact, a greater percentage'of the male respondents indicated agreement that

the Residence011 is rather than, should be ,a place Where one can party:. A

greater percentage of female respon ents, cm the other hand, indicated agree-

mentthat the Residence Hall should be rather than is a place to party.

Fib,

AL
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Further analysis of the data, revealed a similar relationship between sexes

for the question asking whether the Residence Hall is br should be a place where ,
,-

one has the Opportunity to interact with members of the opposite sex. Although

NL
75% of the sample agreed that the Residence Hall should be a place of interaction

wt,th the opposite sex, male and female respondents again varied With respect to

both drrectign and magnitude. Male participants were more likely than females to

agree that the Residence Hall "is .a place". A vast majority (86%) of the males

agreed while only 36% of the female participants agreed wit the interaction

statement: (see TABLE III)

RESIDENCE HALL COMPARISON

In analyzing the data by residence there are some generalizations that

can be made in addition to those de.in the analysis by sex or class. In

responding to the statement that the residencehall is a place to make new

friendi, 100% of the sample in Maxcy- Thornwell, Douglas, and Wade Hampton dorms

either agreed or strongly agreed with the statement.

Douglas, one-of fhe residence halls in a siX hail complex, is the hall that

* had the highest percentage of respondents agreeing or strongly agreeing to the

statement the residence hall is a place to find academically related programs

not found in the classroom. This may be related to the fact that the graduate

student who achinistered_thbuilding also taught a section of freshman En9lish

to many of the sidents and advised others on their assignments.

Two residence halls that seem natural for close examination are Bates West

and McClintock, Bates West, containing only juniors, seniors, graduate and

,law students, is the University's only coeducatioN19 residence hail. Four

hundred students are housed in groUps of, four in two bedroom apartments.

McClintock, housing one hundred forty-nine women, is the only residence hall

that is almost completely freshmen. Many of the statements about Bates West

and McClintock should be consistent with the analysis by, class.

-5- 7
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Bates West had the lowest percentage of any resi, dence hall respOndents who

agreed or strongly agreed with the following statements: The residence hall is

a place to leek advice, a place to, provide rap sessions to test one!s values

and attitudes, a place to meet new friends, a glace for small discussion groups

to help one gain independence from one's parents. -Not surprisingly, the sample

in Bates West had the highest percentage of any residence hall sample who agreed

or strongly agreed with the statement that the residence hall is a place where

one has the opportunity to interact with members of the opposite sex.

McClintock respondents had the highest percentage of any residence hall

who agreed or strongly agreed with the following statements:" The residence hall

is a place where one is known' as a perton and not a number, a place to provide

one with small discussion groups to help one.gain independence from pa ents,

a place to provide one with group experiences to complete one's growt into.

adulthood. The McClintock sample had the lowest percentage of regpondents

who agreed or strongly agreed with the statement that the residence hall is a

place where one can party.

TABLE IV presents the total responses ranked according to the difference

between )'is" and "should be" from' largest difference to smallest difference' for

each it9.

Conclu'tions

The Resfdedtial Life Services staff utilized the results of this study ,

WO,

in providing information regarding several aspects of residence halllife.%

The high response rate of the item dealing with opportunities for interactict

with the opposite sex reinforced the thinking of the staff about the need for

co-ed living. As a result, another residence hall will be available for

students during the 1976 -- 77 academic year with co-ed living.. The data

revealed that students did ndt perceive the residence halls as a place to

meet faculty and administrators. The Residential' Life Services staff will be

-6- 8 .
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providing three 4adeniic cour.ses and 28 mini courses taught by faculty and .

staff in the planned co-ed hail for 1976--77.

Other items served as 'a catalyst for attempting new areas for programming

and activities. Planning for the residence halls has also been,affected-bY

the survey results.

In generale, the stu ents at the University of South ,Carolina expressed

satisfaction with the res.; rice hall program of the University. Over 5Q% of the

residdnts in the survey feel th residencehall, is a place to seek advice, to

make new friends', to be known as a person and not as a number, to study

quietly, to be alone, to find help with_their courses, to help.with one's

judgments in 5olving problems' , to provide an opportunity, to complete one's.

growth into adulthood, tosleep,,to party..'

Such information as proOded in. this survey greatly assisted these

administrators dealing with residence hall programs by either changing or

reinforcing views held on the direction of the Program. Such information will

continue tp be vital to those involved in making decisions regarding residence

halls. A follow-up study should be attempted to measure changes in student

perceptions which may be brought about as yesult

programming based on'the data received in this s

new planning and
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74.0 12.6 13.2
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95.6 1.7 2.7

97.9 '1.3 .7

25.0 33.2 40.6

.49.4 28.5 21.6.

78.6 10.7 10.7
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93.9 4.1 1.9

....

52.6 8.0 39.1

-93.3 4-.4 2.3

50.2 16.8 32.7

$

70.0 16_)! 9.2

TABLE I

TOTAL RESULTS OF SURVEY
BY PERCENTAGE

Is a place to sleep.

Should be a place to Sleep.

Is a place Xo, seek advice.

Should be a,place to seek advice.

Is a Place to provide rap sessions in order
to test .one's values and attitudes.

ShoUld bp a place to provide rap sessionsA-
order to est one's values and attitudes.

Is a plaCe'where one can party._ -

Should.be a w ere one can party.

place to make pew friends.

Should be a place to make new friends.

Is aplace to provide academically related
programs not found in the classroom. ,/---

Should be a place to provide academ cally
related programs not found in the classroom.

Is a.place where one is knoim as a person

and not as.a number.

. Should be a place where one is known as a

person' rid not at a, number.

. ',- ..

Is-difae'where die can study quietly.

Should be a place where and Can stucty. quietly.

.
Is a place where one has Opportunities to in-

teract with members of/the Opposite sex.

/

Should be a place.wtOceone has the opportuni-

ties to interact tyri/th members of the opposite sex.

1 0
-8- /
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Is a Place where one can sometimes be alOne.

Should be a place where one can sometimes be
alone. .

77.4

91.6

40.3

5.0

5.7

32.4

17.5

2.6 z'

,77

- 27.0

52.9 31.8 15.2

46.5 30.-9 22.4

60.6 29.7' 9..5

70.4 12.6 17.0

86.3. 8.7 5.0

.

53.5 25.8 ' 20.5

68.0 23.9 \ 8.0

14.0 17.9 67.8

46.2 24.1 29.6

66.2 20.2 13.4 .

78.7 16.1 5.1

Is a place to provide one with small discussion
groups to help one gain independence from one's
parents.

'Should.be a 01

cussion groups
one's parents.

Is a place to provide one with Iffoemal discus-
sions to help one, learn more abdut one's self.

provide one with small dis-,
0 one gain independence from

Should be a ace to provide one with informal
discusses groups to help one learn about one's

sel

Is a place where one is able to,-,find help in

his courses (i.e. using other studenti as

resources).

Should-be a place *herb ope is able to find help
in his courses (i.e. usng other students as
resources).

Is. a place-to provide one'mith informal discus-

sion's thai Vill improve ones judgment in solving
problems.

Should be a place to provide one with informal
discussions that will improve one's judgment
in solving problems.

Is a place where one can, meet faculty and
administrators on an informal basis.

Should be a place where one can meet facUlty
and administrators on an informal basis.

Is a place to provide one with group experiences
to complete one's growth into adulthood.

Should be a place'to provide one with group
experiences to complete one'sgrOwth into adulthood.

1
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TABLE

e residence hail is /should be a pThce where one

(1.

can party.

Male 86,,4%

Female. 67.6%

SHOULD BE .

73.1%

71.0%

ry

TABLEIII:

The Residence ha 1 is/should be a place where one
can interact with the opposite sex.

IS SHOULD-BE

Male

Female

86.0%

35.8%.

82.7%

65.9%

1 2
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TABLE IV

A
IlEMS RANKED BY'GREATEST DIFFERENCE BETWEEN

-"IS" AND "SHOULD BE"

BY PERCENTAGE

Difference Between
"Is" and,"Should Be" -

on Basis of Strongly
Agree and Agree

40.7 .A place wherebne can study quietly.

32.2 A place where one can meet faculty and
administrators on an infoimal basis.

24.4

v.

15.3

A place to provide academitally related
programs not found in the cTassroom.

A place where one has the opportunities to
interaci Withmembers of the opposite sex.

A place to seek advice.

A place where one is able to find help in his courses

(i.e. using other students as resources).

A place wh4re one is known as a person and

not as a number.

A place to provide one with infamal discussions

thatmil iffiprove,,onet:cudgment,,ip solving

problems.

14.2 A'place where one can sometimes be'Alone.
, .

14.1 A.place to proilde one with informal discussions

to help one learh more .about one's -self.

12.6

41., 3.2

2.3

A place to provide one with small discussion
groups to help one gain independence from one's

parents.

A place to provide one with group experiences to
.complete one's growth into adulthood.

A place to provide rap sessions in order,to test

one's values and attitudes.

A place. to sleep.

----=Aplace_tomake new fri

A place where one can party

N.'


